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ON THE NATURE OF'
SCIENCE- MOTION FANDOM

“My, What Strange Bedfellows We Have"

Edw. A. Graham, Jr.

Hmmn, with a subtitle like that, someone is 

bound to get the wrong impression. Concern
ing the subject of this little jaunt into the 
hideous backwaters of fandom, somebody L 
going to get upset. No, Fm not talking about 
sex, drugs, books, or even JapAnimation. 
However, I am going to discourse on some
thing that, to some people, has taken the place 
of those time-honored means we use to get our 
jollies. Yes, that means POLITICS.

Before I get all wound up here, let me first 
say that I am nor pointing fingers at anyone. If 
you, dear reader, are getting all hot and 
bothered by the contents here, it's your own 
guilty conscience 
speaking to you, 
not 1.1 am merely 
blowing hot wind.

Politics and 
fandom. Ah, yes. 
It seems that one 
cannot have the 
latter without the 
former. It is one of 
our oldest tra
ditions, starting 
back in the dark 
ages with the 
Great Hugo’s 

clubs; rearing its head with the Futurians and 
their contemporaries. I hope everyone re
members the lockout at the first “Worldcon”, 
as that was probably the most significant “first 
shot fired” in the continuing battles between 
fans.

It has always puzzled me why intelligent, ra
tional beings such as ourselves would pursue 
such a ridiculous pastime, with backstabbing 
and mudslinging coming in a strong second. 
Personally, I try to stay away from such maneu
verings because every time I get embroiled in 
them, I get burned. I just don’t have the knack, 
I guess.

However, I 
have observed the 
various political 
“types” among 
fans. Let’s do what 
we all Jove to do 
and apply labels to 
classify them. (I 
rather enjoy this 
hobby — it ties in 
rather well with 
people-watching, 
which has a high 
priority for me, 
especially at cons.)
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First, there is the SMOF. We ah can say that । 
wand with the proper amount of derision and > 
scorn, but it realty is t(X) broad a classification. 
SMOF (an acronym for Secret Master of Fan
dom), in popular usage, generally means any 
one who engages in the politics of fandom. 
Within a slightly skewed worldview, we’re all 
SMOFs because we all are engaged in fan 
politics in one way or another. So let’s just drop 
this particular label: it’s useless, (lire verb 
form is still functional, though.)

So, let’s start again. The first type is the 
MttiMJE&asM (PM), characterized by lon
gevity in the “smoky back rooms” of the organ
izations to which he or she has belonged. PMs 
are generally ruthless in their dealings with 
others, but in such a nice and smooth way that 
it’s not really noticed. Kinda like the profes
sional politicians we vote for. They get their 
highs from the twists and turns of verbiage and 
promises alone. These are the true Secret 
Masters of Fandom and most of us don’t real
ly know who they are. They like it that way.

Often mistaken for the PM is a variety 
known as’ the MP, or
This species is more readily identified as the 
true SMOFers in that they flock closely togeth
er, dropping names like bird... well, you get the 
idea. They are much, more visible, mostly be
cause of the lofty noises they generate and the 
loud plumage they wear.

Closely related to the PM is the Political 
Hack. The only divergence here is that the PH 
just isn’t as well greased as the PM and leaves 
a definite slimy feeling on your hand when it’s 
shaken. They are easily identified: Most 
people will say extremely nasty things about 
PM’s behind their backs at the drop of a hat. 
The PH likes to think that he or she is realty 
running things.

Another class is the PA (the “A” stands for 
Altruist), with two subdivisions: PAM and 
PAL The has the fi
nesse of the PM but with the broad-minded 
goal of actually furthering the “cause” of fan
dom. The unfortunate thing here is that the 
PAM can sometimes become immersed in the 
political byways, the game ceases to be and the 
goal becomes dim. Hey, we all know how hard 
it is to remain noble! The PAL (Political 
Altruist Loser) has a similar outlook except 
that they just don’t have “the right stuff’ to sur

vive in the political arena. They remain ada
mant but ineffectual simply because they don’t 
utufemaml all ci the rules. A high percentage 
of burnout is normal here.

Speaking of burnout, the next classification 
is the DA. The is kind
of a misnomer. The DA is anything but apa
thetic. They are so mad, pissed, etc. at being 
“mistreated and ignored” by fans; and recog
nized for their brilliant contributions that they 
stomp around making absolute pains of them- 
selves because of their moaning and groaning. 
The sour looks are easy to identify, along with 
the corresponding attitude.

Of course, there is also the SD, or Sitting 
Osek. Usually an honest schmuck set up in an 
apparent position of power, this poor person 
has little say in the running of an organization. 
Everyone else does the old “end-around” and 
the SD is constantly in a whirl The call of this 
species is “What’s going on? Hello? Is anyone 
out there?” or, more commonly, “Huh?”

Then, for you “control” freaks, comes the 
Master .MasWatw. Often, the MMs don’t 
occupy official positions, but wield their dubs 
in the wings. Some of the PMs are realty MMs, 
but the ultimate aim of the MM is much dif
ferent: Their highest desire is just to be in am - 
trol. And you never can tell who an MM is, 
especially the best ones.

Lastly, oh patient reader, is the JP. Yep, you 
guessed it: Phan. There are more
“vanilla” fans out there than there are political 
types, although I’m sure that everyone has, at 
some time or another, gotten embroiled in the. 
fight. These are the people that fandom is real
ty for and by, to slightly paraphrase a certain 
document. Their battle cry is something like, 
“Oh, to he’s with it! Have another bheer!”That 
kind of attitude is the only reason fandom as a 
cohesive- structure has survived this long..

As I stated before, I ain’t naming names or 
shaking my Flying Fickle Finger of Fate (sorry, 
too many Laugh-In reruns) at any person(s) in 
particular. It just seems that sometimes we 
take our hobby (yes, I know about FIAWOL 
but fandom don’t pay the rent — FUAGDH) 
too seriously and disaster results. Besides, if we 
can’t sit back and laugh at ourselves every now 
and then, I think we would lose our humanity. 
And, believe it or not, we are each and every 
one of us a human being.
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TRIVIA CONTEST ANSWERS!
Issue 21 of the Inquirer featured a Trivia Contest — name those editors! David 'Thayer (an anagram 
of Teddy Harvia) listed the names of all the fanzines his artwork has appeared in; I challenged you to 
name who edited those zines when David’s art was published. The person who got the most names 
right would win an autographed copy of Bingnur Soccer — and nobody won. That’s because EVERY 
SINGLE ONE OF YOU chickened out, and didn’t even bother to enter...

Anyway, the next time we at the Inquirer run a contest, it’s probably well worth your while to enter! 
Here’s the answers...

Airfoil.................. . .............
The Alpha Centaura 

Communicator......

.... Arthur Hlavaty

.. Owen K. Laurion
Arecibo................................... Danyll Wilkinson
Arkanfandom....................Margaret Middleton
Atarantes..................................... Cliff Biggers
Barroco Clementine........... .Alain Pouffet
Bangweulu........ . ...............John & Lori Purcell 
Brassor...........................................Marty Levine
Chat...................................Dick & Nicki Lynch
The Cidereal Times ..........Allen Boyd-Newton 
Compound Fracture..............Georges Giguere 
Conventional Fanzine .. .Eva Chalker Whitney 
Cullowhee Comments ..... Richard Llewellyn 
CUSFuSsing ..............................   Charles Seelig
The Devil’s Advocate........... Barry Lee Meikle
DIO.......... . .......................... Christopher Mills 
The Diagonal Relationship .... Arthur Hlavaty 
The Dillinger Relic .. ............  Arthur Hlavaty
Digressions........................ John Bartell
Ecclipse  ............. ...............Sarah Swider
Empire............... ..............  Mark McGarry
Fantasy ...... Carol Fisher & Kathy Hammel 
Fever Pitch .......................Brad Foster
File 770 ............................................ Mike Glyer
Francis X. Cheep-Cheep ..........George Paczolt

& Sally Fink 
Holier Than Thou .. ..........  Marty Cantor
Kenfusion....................... . Kenneth Goltz
Janus (Aurora)............... ......... Jeanne Gomoll

& Janice Bogstad 
Lan’s Lantern............George (Lan) Laskowski 
Lines of Occurrence ..................Arthur Hlavaty 

Loki ...............  Michael MacKay
The Looking Glass ...............Ben Fulves 
Love Makes the World Go Awry ... Fran Skene 
Lyriphilia............. ............................... Bill Ware
Mad Scientist’s Digest............Brian Earl Brown 
The Monthly Monthly............. . .  Robert Runte
Multilog ....
NebulouSFan

Arthur Hlavaty 
. .David Thayer

Private Heat............. ........................ Lee Pelton 
Protostar ...........  Tony Trull
Quahog   ....................... Ed Rom
Red Dust ......................................  Nigel Sellars
RUNE ................Caro! Kennedy & Lee Pelton 
SF Review  ...............................Richard Geis
The SF Votary .......................  .Steve Perram
Sigh ..............................  Michael MacKay
SumerMom v... ■....................  Tom Geddie
Systems ................... .Wayne Alan Brenner
Tanjent...............................................Greg Hills
Tentaiivity ............................. .  Mike Gunderloy
The Texas SF Inquirer................. .  Pat Mueller 
Htiy House............. . ................. . .. John Purcell
Thrust............................  Douglas Fratz 
Tightbeam ..................... Lynne Holdom
Uncle Oswald’s Journal................Dennis Virzi 
Under The Influence.........................Cathy Ball 
Volta........... . ..........................  ?
Wallbanger.......................................Eve Harvey
The Whole Fanzine

Catalog ............................Brian Earl Brown
Zosma ...........................Steve George

INSERTED BY MISTAKE 
Hawaii ........................................ .Seth Goldberg

DELETED BY MISTAKE
Mongoose ..................................... Seth Goldberg
fan’toons ........................ Edd Vick 
Maybe ..........................Irwin Koch 
TNFF...... ..............................Owen K. Laurion
GPIC............... ................. ... Mike MacQuay
Skug .........  Gary Mattingly
Smart-Ash .......................................Ruth Shields
Soft Pore Com  .......... Sar a Thompson

& Marie Bartlett 
Solaris  ............. . Norbert Spehner
Sthondat ............. ...................Eddie Anderson
The Stone and the Stars..................Tess Kolney

& Eric Biever
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I - -- -- -- -- --  REVIEW 2™  .............. I

Mechthings/Goodthings
reviewed by Desmis Virzi

The facts
Mechthings is a black and white comic book 

series written and illustrated by Brad W. 
Foster, and published by Renegade Press. 
There are three issues out so far: July, Septem
ber and November. Cover price is $2.00.

The PREMISE
Mechthings is a series set in the 41st century 

and deals with young Bertram Baum’s attempt 
to live the quite life of a junkyard caretaker. 
He’s sensitive, you see.

Unfortunately for Bertram’s peace of mind, 
the junkyard is populated with Wild Robots. 
On his first day on the job the place is raided 
by the police. Wild Robots are illegal and 
hunted down. Bertram meets up with the 
guardbot, Ahab, during the raid and gets the 
situation explained to him.

Wild Robots, who prefer to be called Mech
things, are robots that think for themselves. 
They’re able to disobey direct orders and 
speak on their own initiative.

Bertram discovers that a whole under
ground of Mechthings exists in the massive 
junkyard. Ahab introduces him to some of the 
other Mechthings living in the junkyard and 
enlists his aid in protecting them.

The REVIEW
I don’t have an extensive comic book back

ground. Up until a year and a half ago the only 
name I could connect with a comic was Stan 
Lee’s. The Dark Knight series changed that, but 
not by much. I buy and read comics regularly 
now, but don’t profess to know all major ar- 
cania connected with the entertainment form. 
But, as they say, I know what I like.

After reading the first two issues I decided 
I really liked this comic. It’s well laid out, 
funny, interesting and incredibly illustrated.

About the latter: This comic is drawn in 

black and white. The art is intended to be 
rendered in this medium. This isn't a “Sally 
Forth” style of drawing; rather, the strip 
“Rudy” comes closer. Color isn’t necessary. In 
my opinion, the covers, which are in color, give 
the comic an undeservingly cartoonish feeling.

Those of you familiar with Brad’s work 
know how detailed it is,. Mechthings showcases 
his talent For the most part the level of detail 
fits the story. The maze in issue two is over
whelming. The thing’s four pages long and, 
best I can figure vnthout spending an hour with 
a penal and eraser, a real maze. Every panel 
on the maze pages has a little “in” and “out” 
opening, too!

The layout reminded me of Alan Moore’s 
Halo Jones comic. (Possibly because that’s alt 
I’ve read that’s similar in style.) It’s creative 
without being confusing. Art spills over into 
adjacent panels, flashbacks are told from a 
centered panel’s POV, insets break up full 
page ijiustraiions, etc. One rather complicated 
panel has the character observe how silly it 
looks.

“Smasherino!" and “Onomatopoeia!” are 
not typical comic sound effects. Nor is a funny 
animal a typical comic mad scientist. Brad has 
a rare sense of humor. His stuff is off the far 
wall and also accessible.

This comic is also enjoyably interesting, lite 
story, however gonzo, is adequately paced. It’s 
evident that as much thought went into the 
story as went into the art work and layout.

Alas, finding independent comics isn’t easy. 
Seek Mechthings out at speciality shops. Re
quest that it be carried and write to the pub
lisher at 2705 E. 7th Street, Long Beach, CA 
90804. I’d hate to see Tin Drawers buy the big 
one.

(If you can’t convince your local purveyor of 
comics to cany Mechthings, you can buy them 
direct from Brad; his address is Jabberwocky 
Graphix, PO Box 166255, Irving, TX 75016.)
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2 . COLUMN

A. ^rw/uwtt, Jtr
I know by now that everyone’s heard about 
Cactuscon, so I won’t mention it here, except 
that the recliner barely had time to sigh before 
I had parked myself back in it. However, you’ll 
probably note from the following reviews that 
I haven’t gotten many books from the store - 
mostly the SFBC this time around.

Flight of the Dragonfly Rating: 3.4
by Robert L Forward (paper, Baen, $3.50)

In this reprint, we are treated to Forward’s 
unique style of hard-SF and a real unusual 
planet. I happen to like this hard stuff, but 
others will be put off. Sometimes (rarely), the 
novel does drag a little when Forward goes off 
on a tangent. I really sympathized with some 
of the characters, but there is a distinct blend 
of glory and sadness. I am eagerly awaiting his 
next books, just to have my mind turned on and 
waiting for possible overload.

Clypsis Rating: 3.7
by Jeffrey A. Carver
(paper, Bantam Spectra, $3.50)

I don’t know who thought of it first (Ace/- 
Asimov or Bantam/Zelazny), but this is 
another series set around a central cast of char
acters, a far-out plot, and a different author 
each time. This is the first book in Roger Zelaz
ny’s Alien Speedway and it starts off with a 
bang. It’s obvious a lot of skull-sweat went into 
the creation of the environment and plot, not 
to mention the careful crafting of the protag
onists. You can also tell that there was a love 
of racing that moved the action-filled plot 
along. I could almost smell the grease and 
ozone of the pits and some of the racing se
quences would have been white-knuckle time 
if I hadn’t reminded myself it was only a book. 
And 1 love the cover!

Wild Cards III; Jokers Wild Rating: 3.1 
ed. by George R.R. Martin
(paper, Bantam Spectra, $3.95)

The Astronomer is back, along with the 
other dark characters that this mosaic uni- 
verse/series has produced. I can’t quite put my 
finger on it, but it seems the love and care of 
comic-book superheroes taken into the real 
world is seriously lacking in this installment. A 
whole lot of changes occur to a lot of the major 
characters, including the most final change of 
all: Death. The intertwining of several plot
lines and authors still continues to be unshak
able and the list of credits in the back is a major 
asset. I sure hope, however, that this collection 
of some of the newest crop of major authors 
can collect its combined breath and take off 
again.

Seventh Son Rating 3.3
by Orson Scott Card (hardcover, Tor, $17.95) 
Wynns Rating 2.7
by Orson Scott Card
(hardcover, Arbor House, SFBC)

GASP! The price of hardbacks is prohibi
tive, but on rare occasions I will purchase one. 
I tried to rate Seventh Son on content alone, 
but if you add in the cost, the rating would drop 
precipitously. This skinny volume ain’t worth 
the bucks. I was intrigued by the excerpt pub
lished earlier in IASFM, and Card’s different 
history of our world in the early years of 
America. The plot and characterizations are 
well done, but the alternate world is what fasci
nates me. It does have one drawback, though: 
there is a sequel. I’m getting rather tired of 
having to buy two or more books just to get a 
complete story. Card’s two recent Hugo-win
ning books can stand alone, but in order to find 
out what happens to seventh son Alvin and his
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friends, you have to buy the next book. In this 
ase, buy the paperback — it wont kill you to 
wait.

Wynns, on the other hand, was a disappoint
ment. I know Card can write better than this! 
It contains a lot of soul-searching and depress
ing sections, with little to recommend it be
yond the treatment of the characters. The end
ing seems a little flaky, too. The unique inhab
itants of this polyglot planet are a real treat, 
though. In this respect, Card did a good job of 
creating something that, I think, is realty differ
ent. There was no need to suspend disbelief at 
his use of genetic sciences, but I would like to 
know why there isn’t any contact with the rest 
of the universe. Anyway, try this one if you 
want, but don’t get your hopes up.

The Legacy of Heorot Rating: 3.0
by Larry Niven, Jerry Poumelle, Steven Barnes 
(hardcover, Simon & Schuster, SFBC)

In terms of the hard-sf/action-advenmre 
parts of this novel, it is much better than Foot
fall was. The characters were well-defined and 
executed well, the eco-science was thorough 
and masterful, and the plot moved along at a 
sometimes breakneck pace. Hey, it’s a good 
book! However (you saw that coming, didn’t 
you?) there is something definitely wrong 
here. It’s very subtle and I can’t quite point to 
a place in the book and say “There*”, but it 
doesn’t blend. I mean that you still can’t tell 
who wrote what part, but the feeling of unifica
tion and smoothness that usually accompanies 
a good collaboration is totally lacking. To me, 
it was a little tapping on the back of the skull 
indicating that the authors just didn’t get along 
well on this effort. I still bet you that someone 
is going to unjustifiably nominate it for a Hugo.

The Light Fantastic Rating: 3.7
by Terry Pratchett
(hardcover, Colin Smythe, SFBC)

Another sequel in which we find the wizard 
(kind of) Rincewind and the Tourist Two- 
flower up to their kiesters in still more troub’e 
and I practically giggled my way through this 
book. I’m going to have to use some of the 
blurbs from the dustjacket because they used 
all of the good adjectives: “madcap”, “a lau^i 
riot”, etc. And it strokes its way from pure 
slapstick to some of the best play on words and

phrases since the early Xanth novels. It’s light 
and entettHiamg and mslr.es no pretense at 
seriousness. Besides, I Idnda would like to 
have some Luggage like that, too. It sure would 
make the airlines pause, eh?

The Way of the Pilgslm Rating: 2.5 
GordonB. bkhon (hardcover, Ace, SFBC) 
lire aliens have come, trounced the Earth 

forces, and taken over. Okay. The resistance is 
more er less ineffectual, until Shane Evert 
starts the hero-type figure of the Pilgrim. 
That’s okay, too. All in ail, the whole thing is 
okay, even the characterizations. What’s 
wrong with, the bock is its energy level. There 
just doesn’t seem to be any zip here. I found it 
very hard to get worked up about anything be
tween these covers, much less the characters. 
I don’t know what Dickson was trying to ac
complish, but nothing momentous happened. 
Oh, it got a good Message in about the Human 
Spirit (embodied in the Pilgrim), but I couldn’t 
care less. C’moa, Gcrdyi I know you’re better 
than this?

I don’t know if anyone else has noticed 
' (probably have, at that), but the newest crop of 
writers (Shiner, Shepard, Cadigan, etc.) have 
brought something different to our genre: a 
bleak, dark soul that, in and of itself, is rather 
depressing. I suppose that it was inevitable that 
these authors, living in our rather dreary pres
ent time, wo’tld put this kind of feeling into 
their works, but I find it disturbing. Maybe 
that’s what they have intended — you know, 
get our brains working on another track and 
jerking our heads back to reality. The Cyber
punk movement was/is part of this trend, but 
does not contain it all. The writing itself hasn’t 
suffered. On the contraty! These people know 
how to use words sad phrases to paint magnifi
cent mental images. But, personally, I would 
like to see outlooks that were a little more 
positive.

Anyway, we ste’’ see what happens next. 
My recliner is caHing me for some more ex
tended sessions, curled up with a book or six. 
And thanks to al! those fans who have walked 
into my apartment Ptr recognizing my chair as 
a so-called “insutothn”. It popped another 
spring out of pure spite!

5 to 0 (a waata of paper and Uma).
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HAWA

Thanks a loci

LEITERS
OF CO MMENT

COMMENTS ON
ISSUE 16 and before...

9 January 1987

Jack Herman
Sydney, Australia

Thanx for the continuity in the supply of The Texas 
SF Inquirer. Together with DAAPA it keeps me in touch 
with an area of US fandom I really love. It is good to be 
able to follow the fortunes of all those beaut people I met 
while over there: to see Fred Duarte rise in the organisa
tion or two great people like you and Dennis get together. 
Congratulations to you both and I hope ail is going well.

With TSFI, I really appreciate the reviews, as well. If 
often takes time for books and films to reach the an
tipodes, so any hints I can get to help me sort through all 
the stuff coming out is a help.

John Moore, however, might heed a refresher course 
in Ogden Nash 101. When I first saw the poem he 
paraphrases, it read:

Big fleas have little fleas
Upon their backs to bite ’em;
And little fleas have smaller fleas;
So on, ad infinitum.

I think this makes more sense, rhythmically and content- 
wise, than John’s fishy version.

The zinc reviews and con reports are the things, tho, 
I most appreciate. The proper study of fankind is fan and 
to see the fan al work and play allows this foreigner to 
keep track of what is happening in your far-flung corner 
of the universe.

Keep up the good work, and don’t try to organise too 
many cons. It can be debilitating, especially for old mar
ried folk like you and I.

(I trust married life is suiting you, but getting married 
at a con is carrying FIAWOL too far.)

(Actually, getting married at ArmadllloCon two 
years ago was pretty sensible. (A lot of our friends 
were going to be there anyway... and Dennis' mother 
spent a bundle in the art show...) The only real snag 
was discovering I’d been scheduled to be on the 
obligatory ArmadilloCon Fanzine Panel during the 
wedding ceremony . - Pat)

18 October 1986

CL Crouch
Austin, TX

Sigh... the media-fan/tru-fan controversy just won’t 
die, will it? As an editor I can appreciate jsw itchy posi
tion on this, but I just wish people would get over it al! 
and stop assigning pigeonholes in the first place. As I 
said, I can’t really classify myself as one or the other - 
but 1 choose to support the media side (as far as report
ing on it, that is) since the Inquirer is so heavily supported 
by the “literary” fen! Devil’s advocate ... I always was a 
sucker for the underdog.

(Well, the controversy has sort of died down for a 
while... a strange publishing schedule does wonders 
for things like that... - Pat)

8 September 1986

G.W. Teat
Steppinit, TX

My friend Bill the orderly showed me the Inquirer 
number 18, and I was very impressed. Another few issues 
like this, and 1 think you should go for the big time. I don’t 
think the Inquirer is eligible for a fanzine Hugo (too 
many readers - I know of ten or twelve., at least), but I 
do believe you’ve got a good shot at the semi-prozine 
award, if you’ll only take a little advice.

The latest awards (we got ’em on cable, here at the 
institute) pretty well showed that all you need to win a 
Hugo is a big name or a hormone-deficient movie star of 
thirty-seven who looks fourteen. Now, your hormones 
arc your own business, but it seems to me that there are 
two ways to get a big name. Either become famous (dull, 
takes too long, makes people think of you as a potential 
sex-ghod - you wouldn’t like it, take my word) or have 
the same name as a cartoon character! “Opus” is probab
ly a little too up- scale for a fan editor, but how about 
“Zonker”? i think “Zonker Mueller” has a nice ring to 
it, you know? Think about it. Some day, you, too, could 
be sitting up there with the hoi proloi, wishing Bob Shaw 
would finish his endless blathering and just announce the 
damn awards.

The highlight of ish 18, of course, was Allen Varney’s
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review of the cyberpunk classic Thmput. I read the review | 
jus' alir I finished the bonk and I think Varney’s under- ' 
standing of the literary issues involved bodes really ex- | 
ceHent things for the future of sf criticism, should he i 
decide to stick with it. And the book! Wow! Soon as ery 
LG (legal guardian) antes a little more into the old 
checking account, I’m gonna get good old Bill to write 
me out a. check to Underwood Miller for the signed, 
limited edition. Won’t that be something? Signed by ail 
of the authors as well as by Ellen Datlow, and with a covet 
by H.R. Giger! (I just hope copies are legal in Texas.) I 
can’t wait.

Well, time for my afternoon nap. They’re here with 
the shot, and I’ve got to go. Keep up the good work.

(Welt, G.W. [do those initials stand foe “Gosh 
Wow"?) - I'll take your advice under consideration.. 
- Pat)

October 20, 1986

John Shirley
W. Hollywood, CA

A rare event. Crowds gather and doomsayers muttes 
and astronomers sit pensively at their telescopes. The 
stock market yaws wildly. The president asks the public 
to remain calm despite this apocalyptic fact: JWt« Shir
ley has written a letter to a fanzine.

Namely, this one. The Wise Guy fanzine.
For a fanzine, it’s pretty readable. Normally I don’t 

read articles by fannish dudes with cryptic, pseudo-ex
otic one-word fan names, like “Alpajpuri” or, in this case, 
“Tarai” ... but somehow I read “The Huitzilopochtli Ef 
fect" by Tarai and dug it mightily. You know, at Clarion, 
I wrote a story about a guy who finds out that & ring of 
giant crystals in a planet-circling cavern under the 
Earth’s crust secretly programs ail behavior on the sur
face for the arcane purposes of its builders... Story was 
never published, obviously ahead of its time... But the 
truth is, the strange, violent behavior of Texans can be 
explained by another cause entirely, a chemical one. The 
unceasing discharge of flatulence into the atmosphere, 
produced by Texans snapping up enormous helpings of 
TexMcx food. The methane thus produced poisons the 
nervous system.

The wise-guy satirical review of an imaginary phe C 
word here - we’re sick of the word, can’t me it any more] 
anthology was pretty funny and reasonably authentic. 
Not that I would ever title a story anything as earty-*70s- 
ssh as “Racing the Greyhound Terminal Velocity Blues.” 
But it was funny. “The symbolism flies thick and fast 
here... nobody but Shirley could have written it, but 
would anyone else have wanted to?”

Here’s a satire of Shirley prose from the non-esistent 
story, provided by Shirley himself:

The mike was more than a microchip, it was a 
connection, an incandescent link to that social 
database, where the cerebral sewage of society swirls 
and chums; where children drink in their video im
printing, sucking at happy mob executions of State

Criminals, their hands twitching as they imagine the 
chunk:! of synth-metal pipes in their hands arcing to 
t rash skulls, to sa-dfice thebmin matter of theunso- 
ciatized to the sweet principle of unfettered growth... 
White Kurtz thrust the knife in. to its hilt and bubbled, 
“I can feet it, the knife’s meta! w nerve-transmission 
sensitized, it’s transmittm* to me, man, and! can feel 
yotii pain in the knife, feel what it feels tike for you as 
I twist the blade through your intestines, get a bleed- 
over from your brain, pick up images of your 
childhood as / kill you, drink your life through the 
magnificent electronic enhancement of this fine, fine 
customized blade, the knife a sculpture in it self... 
yeah, I’m stabbing you with sculpture, tearing you 
open with fine art... ”

And all the while the BEAT, the eternal BEAT 
hammered in the background as the band played 
on...

And ail tike that. But this jasper who reported the 
Westercon, comparing me with Velikovsky... a typical ex
ample of SF-dora’s wimpy fence-straddling lack of com
mitment. Anybody who really gets passionate, they must 
he a crank like Velikovsky...

The Modernist Movement (a term preferable to the 
C-word at this point) is trying to breathe some life into 
the zombie corpus of SF. To do that, radical steps are 
necessary. Jolts of electricity.

And hey, anything that’ll liven up a con is a good thing. 
They arc all fucking alike. There hasn’t been a new idea 
in con programming for twenty years. And they have a 
great deal of potential. They could be generating some
thing as hoi on the conceptual level as the Woodstock 
festival was on the sheer rocknxoll-and-dnsg level. We 
could generate an artistic Woodstock, a Woodstock of 
the intellect replete with the conceptual mud and the 
conceptual bad acid.

I had a good time at the Armored Dildo Con, though, 
mostly because the really hip Texans were there and lots 
of my friends. Chairman Brece and Madame Nancy were 
very hospitable to me. I had to stay at their bouse because 
it didn’t occur to the convention to make me a guest... 
I’ve made up my mind not to go to any more conventions 
unless my way and my hotel is paid. “Don’t hold your 
breath, Shirley,” I hear someone say.

Listen, when I go to a convention, I pul out. I’ll make 
sur e they’ll get their money’s worth, all right. And maybe 
3 heart attack or two.

A lot of people at the con asked about the fate of 
Bluejay books, and my Eclipse novels published by BB. 
Bluejay is becoming a book packager, they claim, rather 
than going bankrupt, and probably will sell their backlist 
to other publishers. I do expect them to bring out my 
novel Eclipse Penumbra, the sequel to Eclipse, though. If 
they don’t, Tor or whoever buys up the backlist will bring 
it out, along with the third book, Total Eclipse. Warner 
will be publishing the mass market edition.

A company fairly new to SF publishing, Franklin 
Watts, is going to be doing my novel A Splendid Chaos. 
Borderline paranoid schizophrenics and/or psychotics 
are warned not to read this novel unless under sedation 
and in restraints. It could easily push you over the edge.
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You wonder why you’re net getting a nomination for 
fan? tee Hugo. Probably part of the reason is the name of 
the publication, which seems to imply the magazine is a 
regional -- and therefore minor, in most people’s minds 
- sort of publication. I think st deserves a Hugo as much 
as any famine does, certainly. Even if it is rather, well, j 
fannish.., I mean, there arc pictures of people in helicop
ter beanies and references to RAWOL and shit. Kind of 
embarrassing. But it’s better than 97% of the others. And 
I’m writing for fanriues: for Thrust, and Science Fiction 
Eye. I’ve got a column in Thrust called "Make It Scream’’.

So, I guess, I’m ... Fm... oh no. Oh Christ. Someone 
help me.

I’m a fan writer.

fTwo things. First off, your contention that ’conven
tions are ail afikea and that "there hasn't been a new 
idea In con programming for twenty years’. if this 
statement were trw (which I sort of dcubt, based on 
a gut-lev^ te&llng that things can’t be tdgLbad), blame 
would lie equally with ’the convention organizers gmi 
with people like you (and me) - the program par
ticipants...

Second — the implication in your test paragraph 
that to be tennish (“FIAWOL and shit”) Is a bed thing. 
I realize that overuse of gung-ho acronyms arid plx of 
fen in propeller beanies Is not ‘serious’ and ‘profes
sional’ — but the Inherent nature of a fanzine Is to be 
ats amateur plication. WeW grown up and away 
from the era of doing nothing but Imitating the 
prozines; what I’ve always understood as the In
alienable right efthe fan-editor is to Publish Whatmw 
You Want To! (or are brave enough to...) Fanzines are 
not a money-making proposition. with hundreds c/ 
thousands of readers and mass markets and 
demographics to be catered to, neither are they 
public-service publications, produced to educate 
those Inquiring Minds Who Want To Know (or, Who 
Wit To Donate). Rather, fanzines are publications 
produced for the editor’s (or club’s) enjoyment, 
directed towards their peer groups (namely, other 
fans).

I won't carry this argument towards one of its logi
cal conclusions, namely, that If you style yourself a ten 
writer, your peers wear those silly hats with the propel- 
lorsontop... -Pat)

14 October 1987
Michael R. Gould
10 Eraybrook
Orton Goldhay, Peterborough
Cambs PE2 OSH, ENGLAND
Dear Pat,

Well I finally got round to reading issues 18 and 19 of 
Texas SF Inquirer which I got off you at Conspiracy, and 
I thought it was about time I got round to a LOC.

First I’ll comment on issue 19 as it is mainly taken up 
by the Sterimg/Shiner interview. Welt, there was certain
ly a lot of interest in there, particularly as they arc only 
just beginning to really infiltrate British reading habits. I 

w» particularly struck by the comments on the lack of 
new writers to come to prominence. The mat® trouble is, 
I think, the lack of marketplace for writers to develop 
their craft as; short story writers. Most of the well known 
waters of the 30’s, even into the <50*8, learnt their craft by 
writing short fiction. Today the market wants novels, as 
they are easier to foist on a mass public. The problem 
with this is that large fantasy trilogies and the like are far 
snore likely to sell, snaking it harder for the more thought
ful writers to get published. To survive, the short fiction 
markets which remain haw had to go for a larger 
audience, and therefore arc constrained from publishing 
too much thoughtful material to appeal to the largest 
possible audience. 1 was particularly interested to note 
Bruce Sterling’s reference to Interzone. Of the writers 
who haw been introduced through their pages, only 
Geoff Ryman has really broken through with hrs novels 
Warrior Who Carried Life and Unconquered Country. Of 
course, most of the non-name writers are so new drat it 
may be a while before some of them break into other 
markets., but even then they will only be be able to do it 
via the novel,

WeK, enough about that. On to issue 18.1 can under
stand your comments about the Hugo baHot. The trouble 
with any awards is that there can only ever he one win
ner, but many items, whether fanzines, novel, art or 
whatever are equally deserving of awards or nomina
tions. I’ve always subscribed to the way Woody Allen 
acted over his first Oscar, when he decided it was more 
important for him to be playing jazz than accepting the 
award. OK, it’s very flattering to receive an award, but 
does it really matter that much if you are enjoying your
self. Realising I’ve communicated something to someone 
else is reward enough for me

I like the idea of a fanzine con, though I think the 
regular output in the UK is probably too small to support 
such an event.. Of course there arc the fans who do pub
lish regularly, but so many give up too soon. Fanzine cons 
in Britain tend to be within SF cons rather than separate.

I found Hank Graham’s piece on comics particular
ly interesting as I’ve recently begun to drift back to some 
comics. The Dark Knight probably started it, but what in
terests me most is the work of Brit. Alan More. His 
redefinition of Swamp Thing, and the Watchman story 
were excellent, but I think my real favourite is Ballad of 
Halo Jones with its cutting commentary on so much of 
modem society, from the loneliness and desolation of 
our inner dties to unemployment, the state of division 
between rich and poor in Britain and a savage indictment 
of war. The other comic which has helped re-kindlc my 
interest in comics has been Love and Rockets. The title 
originally put me off, but since someone else introduced 
it to me I have stuck with it, not so much for the art as for 
the quality of the characterisation. I agree with Hank. 
When comics are good, they are true art.

I suppose my main reaction to the “Cheap Truth” 
column is that there are very few new ideas in SF or 
anywhere else anymore. The best we can hope for is a 
good reworking of something older, preferably some
thing which had quality to begin with. I suppose I’ve be
come one of those fans for whom the quality of the writ
ing, characterisation and atmospheric feel has become
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snore important than the idea. An old idea well written I 
cm read. A «w kfor badly written becomes a chore.

I was glad to see DreamchiM get a good review, par- 
ticMlarh’ as it is by one of Britain’s most respected (al 
feast among those who don’t swppairt Ma Thatcher) 
playwrights, Dennis Potter. St also to redress the 
hash made of his Pennies from Heaven wten it was trans
ferred from the TV to the cinema. Even better than any 
of his other work is his fast TV serial. The Singatg Detec
tive, though it seems unlikely to me it will get on TV m 
the States. In fact, with the current plans by the Conserva
tive governmeBt in Britain to introduce dracmian cen
sorship, it seems unlikely we will see it again in Britain 
for a very long time. So much for the free world.

("The Singing Detective" aired In Daitas a few 
months ago on public television; Dennis md I taped 
It, and It was wonderful!)

FRST TIM®

COMMENTS ON ISSUE 19

23 January 1987

Harry Andruscfetk
Arcadia, CA

Thanks for sending issue #19 of jw the dubzine, 
and thanks even more for publishing my COA.

1 haven’t much to comment on this time around, nor 
much fannish or personal news. Except one item I am 
very proud of. On 26 thru 28 December, I played in a 6- 
round Swiss System Chess Tournament here in LA, the 
BVA-VOLVO CHRISTMAS OPEN. I played in the 
Amateur Section, open to those whose rating was under 
1800. My current rating was 1470.1 won 4 games and lost 
only 2, and this was good enough to tie for 2nd and 3rd 
place in the under-1600 section. So I won $75! I am now 
a filthy Chess Pro. Maybe I should set up a simultaneous 
exhibition at the next con I attend?

21 August 1W7

R. TMte
TO Box 1IK?
Fayetteville, AR 72702

'fhe Inquiw may Ite the best six-dollar bargain I ever 
laid eyes on! The Sfemer-Sterfiag interview in issue T9 
was worth the wait.

My own fiction has just, started to fed homes (the 
March "Wi issue of Fantssy iBook contained my first safe; 
the second is awaiting publication at Chess Life 
magazine; and the Writers of the Future Contest jusai sent 
sne a secor^d place prize check.) Anyway, the opinions of 
the pros nearly always pique my interest — keep ’em 
coming,, please.

Nsriosjri Public Radio interviewed David Gcnold 
the other day and asked him to compare the Star Trek tv 
scries now wader p» oduction to the old series. Says Ger- 
rokfc "There’ll be the "new” Star Trek and there*!! be Star 
Trek “dassfe”.”

Talk about a foreboding analogy...

CO^MEWS OH ISSUE 21

24 August 1987

limy JJL AndFaiScfeuk
Torrance, CA

Howard Coleman’s report on Seram 1 echoes others 
I haw heard. I most certainly wish I had hail the money 
to attend, and I wish I had the money to attend the m 
one. It sounds She an idea whose tune has cone.

I feel very gu&y after reading WBfc Sires’ cd 
bodes of 1986. Due to nay job hunting, and a few bofe 
problems, I have read harefty any SF and Fantasy in 198&. 
Most of what I have read is OK, since I make st a regular 
habit to never bay a trilogy or series unless 1 get an ores'- 
whelming number of friends to say the book is OK. Nor 
do I buy aaytbfeg listed as "Being in the tr&tfitim eC* 
followed by some big name author. However, my new 
place in Totrtace is sear two libraries, and I hope to rtart 
readily more SF. But the truth is, I mostly read Science 
Fact books nowadays, and in some respects they are far 
more interesting than the SF speculations.

And I am thrilled that David ThayerATeddy Harvia 
has a book out of his cartoons. I remember when he first 
appeared in some NFFF zines...! thought fem wonder- 
fol then, and still do. I might even try to scrape- up some 
money and send off for the book. (Although I need to 
check out how much my car repair bill is coming to... 
anybody without a car in Los Angeles Is a third class 
citizen.)

AD in alt, a wry good issue.

^elf, I felt guilty and embarrassed, too — there 
ware slot of books on Willie’s list that I hadn’t read, 
eifoer... fortunately, I’ve been able to find a lot of them 
In the used book stores, which makes my pocketbook 
a happer about my omnivorous reading habits...
- Pat)
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5 September 1987

Sheryi Birikbead 
23629 Woodfield Rd.
Gaithersburg, MD 20879

After an emergency came in Saturday evening, I had 
logo in today to treat, check, and dismiss the dog. While 
I was out, I stopped at Mickic D’s to relax a bit and pulled 
outTSFI #21.

Whooee — mighty good stuff there. Scrcon sounded 
more akin to “old-fashioned” cons than what I hear of 
those today. I wonder if the trend will spread? Good and 
easy reading - one of the many treats thish!

If I recall correctly, another ArmadilloCon is coming 
up in the “near” future - the encapsulated versions are 
nicely done — concise, yet relaying enough info to be in
teresting and tempting!

Ah, here is where I start reading as I go - Jeanne 
Gomoll’s report. She’s right about references, but once 
warned, it is easy to pick out those comments and chuckle 
rather than scratch the head, ft sounds as if AC has the 
atmosphere of a relaxacon, but with all the advantages of 
programming. Unfortunately I tend to think that size 
does in the warmth of such a gathering and such a glow
ing report, is bound to draw in more takers this year!

On to Tucker — wish his writings would show up 
more frequently, but I’ll settle for them where and when 
I see them. Tucker guesses at the number of cons as being 
somewhere around 500 — does anyone do tallies like 
that? I just wonder how many there really are. I hope 
someone docs take the bait and go on to rate the cons'

Willie Siros’ article — I find myself in the position of 
not remembering any *86 novels - with that probably in
dicating that among the few books I read, none were all 
that recent. I’ve spent the last week looking about at 
various stores to sec what sf is currently available and find 
something I would like. I don’t have much of a chance to 
hunt and so far I haven’t been tempted in even the 
slightest to buy a book. The only one I’ve seen I thought 
about was Seventh Son — and at about $17 for the hard
back, no way. I haven’t read a single book listed which 
doesn’t surprise me. Each year, knowing this will inevi
tably be the outcome, I wait until the Hugo nominations 
are run and then try to read as many as I can (afford). 
Lately that has been a resounding zero - since I also in
vest in three anthologies (Carr, Dozois, and Wollheim). 
By the way, apparently the “Carr” this year is only going 
to see print as a hardback - I’ve put in a special order, 
but have no idea when it becomes available.

Wingnut Soccer — love it. It had been slowly dawning 
on me that Teddy and David were somehow related - 
am I just so dense it never occurred to me before? Thank 
you for pointing it out, so I don’t make an even bigger 
idiot out of myself than I already have in the past. Only a 
little bit of knowledge can be dangerous! And I will send 
for my copy RSN. There is no way in the world I’m going 
to show my immense ignorance and even try to name the 
editors of the zines that have been graced by Harvia car
toons.

1 also asked around to sec if there was going to be 
much hope of finding the Foster comic [Mechthings, by 
3rad Foster] - didn’t have any luck.

2 September 1987

Brian l&nrl
11675 Beaconsfield
Detroit, MI 48224
Dear Pat,

I’m glad to see you’re still at the helm, and given a fre
quency more in keeping with the sort of fanzine you’re 
trying to produce. I hope you’ll Ik able to collect material 
enough to maintain a quarterly-to-bimonthJy schedule.

Howard Coleman wrote a good review of Sercon. I’m 
impressed to see such an uncompromising academic 
program succeed. Good hick when FACT runs it next 
year. I would be tempt ed to go if we weren’t already plan
ning to go to Worldcon / New Orleans for our vacation. 
One big trip a year is, about all we can afford.

The ArmadilloCon articles were interesting, too. 
There’s no mention of where Jeanne’s con report came 
from - bur I doubt it hid in a shoebox from 197"? till now.

Willie’s list of 1986 books mostly touched books I 
haven’t read. Of the few he mentions that 1 have read, 
needless to say, 1 disagree with his rankings. Free, Live 
Free was not a weaker book than Soldier of the Mist. Both 
had very unsatisfying endings — a problem with ALL of 
Wolfe’s books. Personally, I thought the characters in 
Free were better drawn, more vivid and more in charge 
of events. Nor would I list Comet (Benford/Brin) among 
the most disappointing. The MacAvoy book certainly 
was. Admittedly Benford covers much of the same 
material better in his solo, Across the Sea of Stars, and 
there arc some glaring deus ex machina in Comet, but 
there were both strong passages and fascinating develop
ment that made it worthwhile. Current recommenda
tions on my part: IFaz of the Oaks (Emma Bull); and 
Generis Quest t Second Genesis (Moffet), a pair of real 
hard SF stories.

I was put off by the amount of torment-to-women 
present in Wild Cards. Not nice stuff.

(Actually, Jeanne's ArmadilloCon report did sort of 
languish In a shoebox until I published It... hence the 
explanation st the beginning of her report, about 
dated references... -Pat)

August 25, 1987

Alexis Gilbtod
4030 8th St. South
Arlington, VA 22204

Thanks for the Texas SF Inquirer #21. Considering it 
was laid out on a soulless computer and ran off on an 
evial dot matrix printer, “it” looks pretty good.

(Hope that this laser-printed stuff suits you better, 
Alexis And all you readers out there should keep In 
mind that there's a real live human being behind this 
soulless computer... If the computer did this stuff on 
Its own, maybe the Inquirer would appear more often! 
-Pat)
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26 October 1W7

farin'
8738 1st Awnste N,W.
Seattle, WA 9811?

The Juty/August Texas SFfnq. as interesting as ever. 
Mei. White mates Willie Suros look sweet, an amazing ac
complishment.

6 October 1987

Jewwe Mealy
4157 Tyndale AveX
Minneapolis, MN 55407

Hiya, folks,
I did indeed receive issue #21. Cute cover. Interest

ing statement of frequency!
Gosh, a con centered around written SF! We seem to 

be seeing more of this type of “limited” (specialized) 
programming. Great! I personally like three-ring cons, 
with everything from movies to panel discussions. Bist 
often the balance gets out of whack... The more-serious 
screen programming is wanted by many people — and 
that’s where I’d steer a person new to fandom/cons, not 
the huckster or film rooms.

Glad that Willie Siros is passing on Pinkwater raves. 
For a long time, I thought people were making up the tit
les!

I wanna sec David Thayer do a book with more 
characters and the peopleoids be draws. (The Wingnuts 
are OK, just not a big personal fav.)

Nice job, folks! I find it amazing that I enjoy reading 
a Texas newsriae!

(I of wish that when I was a neo, f’d been 
steered towsrds sercon-type programming, raster 
than b&irtg told repeatedly that ’programming is dull 
and boring’... But then again, I might n&t Mw fumed 
into a fanzine fan hsd that happened' - Pat}

16 August 1987

LJeyd Penney
412-22 Riverwood Parkway
Toronto. Ontario
CANADA M8Y 4E1

A friend of mine here in Toronto attended Scrcon... 
he has joined a writers’ group, and has lost a lot of en
thusiasm for fannish projects. He now wants to appear 
as a WKF, but still do all be can to promote his writing 
career. He was very gung-ho about Smofcon last year, but 
now looks like he’ll want attend cons like Scrcon and 
WFC more. His mercenary attitude seems to be “HI 
party with editors and sec if they’ll buy my book.” 
Howard Coleman says that people went to Scrcon to at
tend the programming. I daresay it wasn’t as simple as 
that... there was a lot of pro politics going on... hey. Hl 
buy you a drink... now about my novel... I’ve been told by

pv.ij.iic bUi. Sum mj ;:iHd id te a sewet. 
fiction version of the World Fantasy Convention. A lot 
8 mjw p'opk 5®V5 lUd IB? Wit "ATCa ws'itaBy 5 Mte Iiju 
fed Eke eotsiders wHe ths pros «ubu.iI 9 du party and
try to sei their work. Pat these together, and I just don’t 
feel Ikai Seircon wouM be for me..

So many coBventkMns cat produce a Imng history of 
what’s happened al coa 1, coo 2, etc, but very few ca® 
boast the friendly pro community that part Ske 
ArtnadsBoCoct can, by the Jocks «it. I wish the local pro 
community here was as friendly. We’re working cm it, and 
rotations arc better now, but it seems the 'total pros, be 
they established (Andrew IWe«r, Terence Green, 
Robert Charles Wilson, Judith Merril, Michael Hale, 
PhylBs Got&b, Guy Gavriel Kay) or fairly new (Stew. 
Stirling, Shirley Meiet, T.S. Huft, Manoa Hughes) »« 
still d&aot.

RE Rating the Casts: Instead of a stock endumge 
report, perhaps a Michelin Guide to th© miwntims 
would be handy. As Bob mgs, you would be open to harsh 
critaosan, but with gentle ertoejssss, » coumtdb® sasig^t 
work to mprorc what rafeg it would be given.. Any 
Michelin guide-type con raring wdri seed to be teed 
on the opinions of a good many fess., an^ thoae 
without personal vendetta in mind. Oatsade of a general 
guide, rd think that when a co® is reviewed, a few short 
reviews are printed instead of me foog »s, to give ut- 
sight from different perspectives. After iSi, asset cons ate 
so raw that you simply can’t gen. to all rise panels, 
the efispiays, the complete item. One ri Uber 
to mind.- So do some large We need some
critique to improve the cnovedtioa-hoatug technique, 
and conventions like Srofen and fraWcutiow Hte 
Jone’s Fitting Smofs and Cm 3 Pady}
hdp improve coa idaffis. ASfer all, do ®m:
at these esnsveatfoes, and it costs sommh to|^t to them... 
if you’re serious about fettisg pal oai
large tracks to come to ycrar cwoeatkw, Md do it w.'.as 
after year, you’ve got to learn whM the fes warn and ex
pect, and, of course, know their and custom.

RE ®odte of 1986: Fl! comment further whoa | m 
riford to buy some of Aese bom. Wlfeis. the edge of the 
Kifrack says ‘^lightly Higher in Canada”, the pub- 

rs don’t kid aroirnd.
RE Teddy Hararihmd Thayer? IM &8£®s sone Har

ris cartpcm here 8®d there, ms-rcfag at the skill in the 
fine cancwsrisg. Soccer fc more faaaffiar to me than to 
most other and this boric ccdd be a lot tri fs®. 
Now that you’ve printed Tcddy/Darid’s address, bow 
many letters and fensses are goi^ to stream through 
mgSbox, gsfciiig for fflm for an upcoming fanzine?

RE Photon and Star Laser. A Photon opened tn 
Toronto some time ago, and the more blood-thirsty fans 
in the Toronto area iahabited the Photon estaHisbment 
atacKt every weekend. If dosed about a year ago because 
of Udt of interest. Too many people felt it.was teaching 
Canadian kids how to point gons at one another without 
ctmsdence, and Canadian teem a®d 20ish just don’t feel 
the need to know sow to handle a gun. There doesn’t 
seem to be any signs of Photon re-opemng here, either. 
There is another estaHishwnt called Stsjf Blazer, but
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that has faded into obscurity. The kids seem to like par- 
atlractiwaii, Kmc The Tour of the Universe in 

the base of the CN Tower here. It is an excellent enact- 
men! of a ttarport, with laser inoculations and question
naires, and then with the help of a cockpit simulator, a 
simulated shuttie ride to the rings of Jupiter is the finale. 
$10 a shot, but it’s a lot of fun. Better than seeing how 
many people you can shoot, and a lot more optimistic.

Well, it was a fun read... I’d been told that TSFI was 
a newszine.. it seems to be more of a reviewzine than any
thing else. But then, I shouldn’t judge after only one issue.

(I agree that a few short reviews of a convention 
are often more useful than a single long review - but 
It’s not often that you can pry a convention report out 
of more than one contributor...

... and from what I can remember, convention 
reports used to be more anecdotal In nature, more of 
a lengthy "here's what happened to me" personal 
writing, rather than "reviews ". Either I missed reading 
those kind of reviews ten years ago, or famines and 
fanwiriting have subtly changed over the last decade.

Given the Inquirer’s irregular frequency, I've 
stopped billing it as a "newszine" But ifs not really 
the same thing twice, either - sometimes it looks like 
a gamine, sometimes a reviewzine, and this Issue 
looks like a letterxlne! -Pat)

22 August, 1987

F.L. Caruthers-Montgomery
2629 Norwood Avenue
Anniston, AL 36201

This latest issue of The Texas SF Inquirer [21 ] was 
very enjoyable reading. I particularly liked Bob Tucker’s 
article about grading cons. As he implied, I pity the poor 
fool who decides to take on the task!

The artwork, layout, and repro arc ail quite good. 
And even the older con reports were enjoyable reading. 
Your book reviewers are some of the most erudite I have 
yet run across; the reviews arc pithy, informative without 
revealing too much of the plots, and to-the-point.

22 November 1987

Harry Warner, Jr.
423 Summit Avenue
Hagerstown, MD 21740

I believe I’ve surpassed all previous levels of loathe- 
someness in continuing such bad habits as lateness with 
comments on the Inquirer and pallidity of ribbon. Recent 
months have been bad ones for me in a number of ways 
and just now there arc three large grocery sacks of fan
zines and other stuff accumulated in the past six months 
on which I must somehow catch up.

But I did enjoy the July-August issue, no matter how 
silent I’ve been about it so far. As an old fan historian, 
the most exciting thing in the Issue to me was the Tayior- 
Stephens reprint. This was exactly the sort of thing I loved 
when I was compiling notes for fan history books: long 
articles in which someone else did most of the work for 

me. There are so many cons nowadays and so few of them 
gel de&xbM ic. detail.:® feK’iws dir' cinJy historic?.!! ar
ticles like this one will enable future fan historians to 
cover comprehensively the history of this or that con. (I 
don't mean to insinuate that aaywc will erer write books 
containing the general histories of fandom like those Sam 
Moskowitz and I did. But presumably, there will be his
tories written about certain aspects of fandom like Texas 
fandom or convention fandom.)

This article inspired one other thought . I noticed it’s 
reprinted from a program book. That leaves me wonder
ing how many other treasures repose undisturbed in 
program books and progress reports, never reprinted in 
general circulation fanzines. Some important material 
might be preserved if more reprinting were done from 
these sources. I know some individuals save the program 
books and progress re ports as souvenirs but I don’t think 
they're generally preserved in collections as often as 
regular fanzines.

Scrcon sounds like a sound idea although I’m not sure 
? would be able to stand the pace of undiluted science 
fiction story discussion. There must be some way to 
create cons that don’t go to the extreme of Sercon but 
also shy away from the tendency of some cobs to avoid 
the written form of science fiction altogether. Com
promises sometimes arc better than all-out policies.

Bob Tucker’s idea has possibilities, even though I’m 
sure he didn’t mean it seriously. The trouble is, every con 
turns out to be about twenty different cons because it 
creates about twenty different effects on various atten
dees. Some fans think it’s a bad con if there weren’t 
enough wild parties, others think it’s the best con ever 
because a favorite author gave a talk; the luxurious hotel 
was just right for those whose rooms were paid for as 
program participants and the rates were exorbitant for 
those who had a $65.82 budget for the entire weekend.

I was glad to know that Teddy or David has a book of 
his cartoons in print. If I remember correctly, the 
Wingnuts cartoons were quite tentative and looked has
tily done when they began to sec print in fanzines (al
though some of that impression migfes haw been caused 
by someone doing a bad job of stenciling them) but now 
they are beautifully firn of Hne and economical of effect. 
By coincidence, it was just a few weeks ago that I learned 
the symbiotic nature of Teddy Harvia and David Thayer. 
It made me feel like a aeofan, that’s what it did.

Your “Why sec a movie when the retelling is more 
entertaining?” was an absolutely accurate introduction 
to Dennis Vim's review. Reading about the violence in 
Predator and then finding the review of the Clive Barker 
novel later in the issue, I was reminded of a non-fiction 
book I’ve been reading, Marchette Chute’s Shakespeare 
of London. She describes Elizabethan drama in a way 
that causes me to wonder if the writers and movie-makers 
have caught up yet with the actors of the late 16th cen
tury. They filled a bladder with sheep’s blood, put it in
side an outer garment, and when stabbed, “the blood 
spurted out in a most satisfactory manner... In The Bat
tle of Alcazar there was a disemboweling scene for which 
the property man supplied three vials of blood and the 
liver, heart and lungs of a sheep. Then it was up to Ed- 
ward Alleyn and his two fellow actors to use skillful sub-
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stitution »n such as vray as to create the illusion, before a 
critical London audience in broad daylight, that their or
gans were being torn out... (Titus Andnmcus) was a 
severe test of the skill of the actors in staging atrocity 
scenes since Titus has a hand chopped off in full view of 
the audience, his sons’ heads arc brought onstage, and 
his daughter Lavinia is instructed by the stage directions 
to enter with “her hands cut off, and her tongue cut out." 
Lavinia holds a basin between the stumps of her hands 
to catch the blood of the men who have raped her, and 
her father,Titus, serves them up in a pic for their mother 
to eat." The producer of a play for Queen Elizabeth I 
stocked up on “legs and arms of men ... to be let fall in 
numbers on the ground, as bloody as might be.”

I’ll probably want to read Lincoln's Dreams, despite 
my aversion to books about real wars. I try to read books 
which arc based in whole or in part on things that hap
pened around Hagerstown, which is only about 12 miles 
from Antietam and 30 miles from Gettysburg.

The Texas unicorn on the cover is a handsome beast. 
But it did cause me suddenly to wonder what sign the stu
dents would make if a Texas university adopted unicorns 
as nickname for its football team. I’ve seen the two-finger 
symbol on the raised hands of fans of the Texas Long
horns so often. But the Texas Unicorns would presum
ably have only a one-finger symbol and there’s always the 
danger that it would be misunderstood.

(I think mwv reprinting Is dons from fanzines into 
program books, rather than vice versa. Most smaller 
conventions don’t spend a lot of time or effort on (heir 
program books - they’re just an oversized program 
schedule wftft some filler material about the conven
tion’s guests. And most attendees, who realize this on 
some subliminal level, never read anything but the 
schedule...

As for the program books from larger conventions 
(like NorwesCon, Boskone, or even WoridCon) - if 
1000+ people have already seen (and supposedly 
read) a good article, most fan editors would feel that 
reprinting the article would be a waste of time and 
space... (However, reprinting GoH speeches Is an
other matter entirely - they’re pretty ephemeral. Even 
though umpty-ump people heard It, umpty-ump more 
are still Interested...)

From what I’ve heard, this year’s SerCon In Austin 
will be somewhat of a compromise - there’ll even 
be a dance, which Is about the least SerCon thing I 
can Imagine... -Pat)

14 September 1987

Martin Morse Wooster
PO Box 8093
Silver Spring, MD 20907

Thanks for sending me TSFI21.1 thought it a well- 
balanced and interesting attempt to answer one of the 
central questions of fandom: what is a good convention?

I hate to disagree with Bob Tucker, but I don’t think 
a “Standard and Poor’s Guide” to sf conventions is either

DUH. I.UH ,imC^.WS!XHUI®®.VH
SCJ-Ft.UHM. EFFELMS OK TAPS AND UH 

urn

FANS WHO SHtXJU) AIS PROBABLY DO 
SPEND AU. OF IWO CONWHOKIW 

INWRIMROOM

possible or good idea. Standard and Poor’s doesn’t criti
que corporate officers on their style, but simply grades 
them on their financial health. If we adopted their tech
niques to the sf world, then Constellation would have 
been rated a disaster and LACon 11 a roaring success; 
but, in my opinion, Constellation was a better convention 
for its large number of interesting and innovative ideas 
(like the Crab Feast).

What would the ratings for a Standard and Poor’s 
Convention Guide consist of' What’s the difference be
tween a five-star and a four-star convention? Why should 
al! conventions be held to a single standard? For ex
ample, I have attended enough am so that I don't care 
about the program. I’ve heard the “Budding Youug 
Geniuses” panel, and the "My Spouse: Genius or God?” 
becomes tiring the fourth or fifth time. Yet a neophyte 
might, well find these items enjoyable. On the other hand, 
I enjoy conventions that do things outside of the conven
tion itself: trips to exotic, fannidi sights, for example, or 
special events out of the ordinary, such as the fireworks 
after this year’s Hu^o awards.,

Convention critiques are closer to theater reviews in 
form and style than they are to accountants’ analyses. I 
like reading (and writing!) convention reports, but I 
know that people enjoy and dislike conventions for 
reasons which sometimes have very little to do with the 
convention itself. For example, I enjoyed Conspiracy tre
mendously, not because of the program (which I didn’t 
attend), but because of the dynamic international mix of 
fans and the fun mixture of pubs and museums in and 
around Brighton. Yet what I saw of the concern was a 
group clearly understaffed that dealt with hostile hotels. 
Pd hate to have my opinions be the sole basis forjudging 
a con; each con needs three or four con reports to do the 
job properly.

Onwards. I liked Willie Siros’ year-in-review sum
mary, but I was puzzled by his listing Robert Vardeman 
in his list of “Texas area” writers. I thought Vardeman 
lived in New Mexico. When did Albuquerque become 
part of Texas?

(New Mexico Is the state Immediately west of 
Texas, which puts it In the "Texas area ’. Besides, we 
like Bob. -Pat)
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22 October 1987
iWsuu 11 Stamm®
320 Maple Grove Ave.
Mississauga, Ontario 
L5A 1Y2 CANADA
Dear Mr. Mueller:

Mr. Coleman’s review of Sercon I [In Issue 21 j 
betrays the mistaken nctics on his part that fen come to 
conventions to go to panels. Any seasoned fan knows that 
one com.es to conventions to visit with friends at parties 
and/or the con suite. (it is only rank ncos, of course, who 
go to paseis.) "And this,” you might say, “is because 
panels arc not. well done these days, and if panels were 
as well done at most conventions as they were at Sercon 
I then they would be popular.” “No,” I reply, “this is be* 
cause there is only so much to say and it’s all been said 
already.” “You are wrong,-’ you might well reply. "This 
might be so,” S will admit, “but I don’t think so. The turn
out and response at Sercon II, if there is one, will tell.” 
But thca, you might not bother to say anything, and thus 
avoid an argument.

I would also argue with the idea which the well- 
honoured Mr. Tucker presents in this edition, at least on 
one major point. That ® formal convention rating system 
would be usefei is indisputable; that formal convention 
ratings should be made publicly available is impolite. A 
lot of money is involved in running conventions in these 
days, and joe fan is not that much richer; a bad rating 
could drire a concern into bankruptcy. That, however, is 
the concom’s problem, if they will assist on tsyfeg again 
anyway. Perhaps more importantly, a lot of pride and 
soul sweat is involved in ranntog conventions, as much as 
there ever was. As a published author, Mr. Tucker could 
doubtlessly attest that criticism, in order to be useful, 
must always be conrCuctive; snaking known the faults of 
a convention codd only cause hard feelings. 1 believe that 
it would be better to advise only the concotns involved of 
a tow ratisig. and to publish only well-rated conventions, 
if assy.

As to the rating system itself, let me offer the follow
ing suggestions. Firstly, a rating should indicate the size 
raid form? of the convention. (1 name these two factors 
together becam, in n y experience, format changes with 
size.) I suggest the following designations:

- attendance varies with orientation
— usually a dealers room/area
— may or may act have programming

- lOto 50 members
— 1 to 3 days
— attendance from fens in immediate area
— no programming, just chat and "party games”

— 50 to 1609 members
- 3 days
— attendance from immediate area and within day’s 

trip (about 5 car hours)

- 1 or 2 tracks of programming,usually media, con 
suite

- “party games” optkmai

— 9(K) to 20W members, sometimes more
— some offer supporting memberships

- 3 to 4 days, usually 3
- fans from within flying distance
- 2 tracks or more of programming, including media 

and other tracks
- “party games” usually arranged by members, 

sometimes organized

- 800 to 5CKKI members (fewer in small countries)
— supporting memberships.

- 3 to 4 days, often 4
- fans from within flying dist ance
- multiple tracks of programming, organized “party 

games” and awards

•SmBLJKm
— 5900 to 8008 members (and growing

- supporting memberships
- 5 days long (and growing?)
— fans from long range flying distances all over the 

work!, mostly the U.S.A.
- multiple tracks with programming for every spe

cial interest group in fandom
- traditional “party games” and awards

“Party games”, incidentally, refers to anything out
side the traditional activities of panels, trivia bowls, ban- 
queVapecches and con suite goings-on. These are 
generally held after or between panels and so forth They 
may include: fi& sings, outside trips, picture displays (be
sides the art show), other displays, silly contests, serious 
contests, foozebaii games, sHnnydipping, chocolate ban
quets, use your imagination. (Please remove your imag
ination from the gutter before using it.)

Secondly, the ratings should mention, and take into 
considesatim, the convention’s orientation. 1 am not 
familiar with every sort of convention. It may well be that 
a “general” orientation conventios- (such as ArmadiHo- 
Con), should be judged differently' from a Star Trek con
vention (suds as Toronto Trek Celebration), or a fanzine 
convention (such as Corflu), or a filk convention (such 
as Bayfilk). or a role-playing game convention or a panel- 
oriented convention (such as Sercon), or any of the other 
sorts available.

Thirdly, there should of course be objective criteria 
for judging the merits of a convention, as Mr. Tucker 
himself stated. Picking criteria for judgment is a serious 
problem, as the factors which determine whether a con
vention is good or not have seldom been discussed and 
never completely charted, to my knowledge. Some fac
tors, such as organization within the concom or financial 
information, are nobody rise’s business; these two are ir
relevant to the member’s actual enjoyment of the conven
tion anyway, akbougfc they might show the quality of the 
convention. Obviously, criteria for judging the merits of
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a convention should be chosen with care.
While a complete discussion of the factors which in

fluence the quality of a convention as the membership 
experience it are beyond the scope of this letter, let nsc 
suggest the following for discussion: cost (of specific 
items and/or an all-over index); elbow room available in 
the con suite; attitude of the hotel toward the members 
(as manifested in room parties raided, members har
assed and so forth); convention needs left wanting (by 
the hotel or the concom); convenience of convention 
layout in the space provided; attitude displayed by con
com and staff.

As to Mr. Moore’s review of Photon and Star R^ser, 
I have never heard of the latter before, although a similar 
game existed (and may still exist) in my own city. The 
problem with such games as Star Laser is that they do not 
encourage action on the part of the players; rather, one 
can more easily win by hiding effectively until the game 
is over. Toronto boasted a Photon game from early 1986 
until spring of 1987. It folded due to lack of business. As 
it was fairly popular (a group of local fans went almost 
every weekend to play Photon and sometimes more 
often; I was part of that group and I cars attest that it was 
busy whenever I was there), I blame its demise on its in
convenient location. (The stadium was located on the 
outskirts of the city near the airport, where bus lines ran 
unreliably; had it been closer to the center of town, or to 
a major bus route, it might have done better.)

(Well - my goodness. I certainly bit off more then 
I can chew, here. Comments, readers? -Pat)

31 August 1987
Edd Vick
5014-D Roosevelt Way NE
Seattle, WA 98105

[RE the Sercon I review In 4121] Duck Coleman has 
a nice fact-filled style. Remembering bow fun he could 
be in person, I hope he’ll write more anecdotally on fu
ture reviews. Perhaps Sercon isn’t the best choice for 
fun’n’games, though. I know what he meant when he said 
panels were low on many people’s reasons for attending 
cons. I went to two of them at this year’s San Diego Comic 
Convention. Perhaps that doesn’t seem to make his 
point; so I’ll mention that two happens to have been the 
number of panels I’ve seen in my last five cons put 
together (well, three, actually - but I was on one of 
them...) At San Diego, I watched the one on rating com
ics, and then Ellison’s excellent two-hour, one-man show 
that followed. The man was worth the price of admission 
all by his lonesome.

Fully endorse your positive review of Wingnut Soccer. 
Teddy’s cartoons all seem to document an alternate real
ity of surprising depth. Offhand, only Gilliland’s work 
seems to have approached the unified worldview of the 
wingnuts, et al.

Hmmn. There’s a lot of comics-oriented material this 
time. Comic work is more and more taking my time away 
from SF fandom (as it has Eric Mayer’s and T.K. Ather

ton’s). Andy’s review of the Wild Cords books makes the 
important point that Martin and company are enjoying 
what they’re writing. I read so much fiction that makes it 
dear the author couldn’t care less what it is he’s writing, 
that it’s a pleasure to read “Aces High” or a Jonathan 
Carroll book (hint, hint). The other Shared World book 
I’ve read lately, Heroes in Hell, seemed so much an exer
cise in depravity (hey. I’m as much a fan of the perverse 
as the next SF fan, but too much of it gets damned 
boring). I remember having been so much taken with 
Thieves World early on that I wanted to put together a 
shared world fiction magazine.

Nice to see the General appearing in your mag. He 
had been going to contribute tofon’toons, but his work 
fits here well Who’s this Vick guy he writes about? 
Sounds like a real opinionated jackass - whoever he is. 
Oh well, nice to see he’s corporeal I’d hate to think he 
was insubstantial What’s that? “Corporal"? Well, is he 
a corporeal corporal or an incorporeal corporal? These 
things are important

Okay. Okay, it’s late. I shouldn’t write Iocs when I’m 
half-asleep and listing io “Dr. Demento”.

22 August 1987

Sheryl Mrkhead
TO

1 really had to get some things said to you - after all, 
what good is it to merely THINK, them? First - your zine 
“looks” professional. I’ve perused a few issues (you sent 
me a few and Richard Brandt sent a few) and seen that 
you’ve had experience along those lines. Well - tn’dear 

■ it shows. Just as “FILE” shows experience - so does 
your nifty little publication.

Next - I read the bit about Teddy/David just as 1 was 
finally getting around to reading Lan's Lantern. I im
mediately sent a note off asking to reserve a copy of his 
book - with such glowing comments it’s bound to be a 
sellout. I lived in Geneva for a year in High School and 
played soccer (always got to be a goalie because of my 
size — kids are always diplomatic, right?) - so Fm look
ing “forward” to getting a copy.

Silly comment — I know you work wish what you get 
but there are times I’d like to see one artist (yeah. to beck 
with •CONTENT*) issues — like Foster, Thayer/Har- 
via, Tarai, McLeod - and .so on. Never said I was prac
tical

I bought the William Gibson "Chrome* and found I 
either couldn’t ecad the story, or coddn’t put the book 
down - nothing in the middic.
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Uh - not that I’m asking about minutia, but ... in 
Howard Coleman’s review |of Howard Waldrop’s AU 
About Strange Monsters of the Recent Rast], he says all 
eight artists have also signed the book. Is Kirk - Tim 
Kirk? Ever since he went to Hallmark I’ve been trying to 
follow what’s been happening. Once upon a time 1 
thought I saw a boxed Christmas card from Hallmark 
that screamed KIRK - but I never found out. Just 
curious.

Sounds as if Mr. Ortega has had a rather bumpy ride 
in the hucksters’ room. Just as there have been versions 
and re-versions of convention etiquette, I never con
sidered that it might be necessary to include/cover the 
dealers.

(Yes - it's thsL Kirkl - Pat)

1 December 1987

Brian Earl Brown

It’s always a pleasure to 
see another TSF1. Teddy 
Harvia’s cover was great, as 
was your use of a second color 
to highlight titles and such. I 
wasn’t too impressed with 
your use of large-print blurbs 
[in the Gibson interview). 
They seem a tad pretentious 
in a fanzine. This is not like 
Playboy which has to sell each 
article in hopes of selling the 
mag. People getting TSFI will 
know just from the title 
whether something is inter
esting to them. Or at least, if 
you arc going to continue to 
use these blurbs, don’t tie so 
generous with them. Once on a 2-page spread is plenty.

The Gibson interview was interestingly arranged. 
Was it a regular Q&A session edited into this series of 
miniressays? Gibson’s comment on the shape of SF today 
is particularly apt. It seems like every month brings out a 
new “franchised universe” anthology, or “braided mega
novel” or things like “Isaac Asimov’s Robot City”, “Ar
thur C. Clarke’s Venus” or “Roger Zelazny’s Alien 
Speedway”. GackI Don’t these people want to write their 
own stuff? Aren’t Zelazny, Clarke, etc. worried that 
fronting from second rate hack writers is going to hurt 
their own marketability? This writing by committee is 
going to be the death of literature as we know it.

Varney’s send-up of Varley was up to the standards 
of his previous chapter. I continue to look forward to his 
next chapter...

It was all downhill from there for me. Howard 
Coleman’s review seemed much ado over nothing. I don’t 
read horror, so skipped that column, and Neil Kaden’s 
fanzine reviews if such they were should have been 
dumped in the trash instead. Disjointed, disconnected, 
rambling, confused, all words that aptly describe that

“I wasn’t too 
impressed, with 

your use of large- 
print blurbs, They 

seem a tad pre
tentious in a 

fanzine.”

mess.
Graham’s "From theRcdhcf' was enjoyable t ven if 

he did give. Circuit Breaker a “3” instead of the “0* it 
deserved.

(My McQuiddy did' h tdeed edit his IntenA&w with 
William Gibson into a “series ct mini-es^ys", and I 
thought it worked rather well. - Pat)

12 December 1987

Lloyd Fmsey

Dear Inquirers,
On the William Gibson interview... I get the feeling 

that Gibson thinks the cyber
punk movement, or whatever 
you want to call it, is a bit of a 
sham... in the interview, he 
sounds as if he’s nos that en
amored of cyberpunk, the tag 
itself, or the people- who read 
it. Then he says the Japanese 
have bought it hook, line and 
sinker. He sounds as if he has 
simply created a product, 
with no pride in its produc
tion, a box of something off 
the assembly line. 1 just read 
Neurvmancer... didn’t do a 
thing for me. The tone of the 
interview reflects the dysto
pian society in the book. I 
never liked dystopian lit, and 
I don’t like Neummancer. Is 
Count Zero any better?

Brian Earl Bsown RE “21st Century 
Writers”: This article con
tains an idea that I've had for 

a while... what would sf be like in the future? What kind 
of novel would win the Hugo for Best Novel in 2026? I 
hope sf will still be around in that year and beyond, but 
as the technology of the present approaches that of the 
predicted futur e, I wonder if the genre will die out, leav
ing fantasy by itself. I wasn’t sure how to take this article... 
I’Ve got the feeling that Varley and Martin would have 
the same reaction I did if they ever saw it.

RE “Table Tirades”: Advance information on the 
convention is available from the convention itself in many 
cities... simply pre-reg early, and look at the Progress 
Report that mway of the cons produce. Failing that, write 
to the convention for more information, and for answers 
to your questions. Can’t expect anyone on the concom to 
be psychic when it comes to what you want to know. I run 
the dealers’ room for Ad Astra in Toronto... I produce a 
dealers’ information package that contains a flyer, a 
sheet of information about what the room will be like, 
size of tables, hours of operation, table prices, who to 
contact if you need other information, etc., plus a rate 
sheet in case the dealer would like to advertise in the 
programme book.

THE TEXAS SF INQUIRER IS



RE “Life is a Rerun ’: In the plus offices of all three 
US TX' networks is a L-.w reinforced filing cabinet with 
all the basic TV scripts in existence. Character names can 
he plugged in where required. The scripts number exact
ly 57. It is estimated that one particular script has been 
used in 24 different series. Where in Canada were you 
pubbing. Neil?

22 December 1987

Garth Spencer 
2467 Quebec St. 
Vancouver, BC 
CANADA V5V 3J9

Best of the season and all that. Note my CO A above. 
1 can still receive mail here for a while even though I’m 
moving soon (next COA will follow).

I appreciated seeing the William Gibson interview. 
Since he made a splash, we don’t hardly ever see much 
of him right around here..

Usually I avoid book reviews, but I got some value out 
of yours. Thanks to all your reviewers.

Neil Kaden is right about Truth being Weird, i 
remember how much was explained when I realized 
there is no planet Earth; all Americans arc secretly Ger
man; all countries are really planetoids; there is no con
servation of mass; all the planetoids with a lot of politi
cal power,'economic power,'population literally carry the 
most weight; and the planetoids that get to be satellites 
carry the most political resentment of the ones that throw 
their weight around (by an equal and opposite reaction). 
Or maybe I’m just imagining all this.

Vancouver’s next con has a hard-science theme, with 
a parody and pseudoscience subtheme, so maybe I 
should bring this up then.

2 December 1987

David Thayer
7209 DeVillc Dr.
North Richland Hills, TX 76180

Great repro on the cover of the latest TxSFInq and 
the colored titles and art on the inside - wow! But 3 
pages of white space what happened? Did you run out 
of (1) money, (2) patience (with the clectrostencillcr), 
(3) time, or (4) art?

(It took me a while to figure out whet you meant by 
‘three pages of white space". David. At first 1 thought 
my fearless collating crew of one was to blame ... (I 
keep felling him it’s ail part of being an assistant 
editor, but I think I'm going to have to come up with 
some added incentives.. .) but then I realized you 
meant the inside front cover, and the blank back 
sheet! Aha!

Actually, yes, the reason was (1). There wasn't 
enough in my budget to let me offset-print on any more 
pages. . -Pat)

1 December 1987

Harry Waraer, Jr.

Des? Pat:
Who said old fos beccaae rigid and can’t change 

their ways W doing things? Here I am, rcipcasding prac
tically at once to an issue of The Texas SF Inquirer.

I did enjoy the 22nd issue, even though Fve read noth
ing by the stkssrt of the lead item. You deserve con- 
grgluiatfais fa getting away from Ite old bad habit of 
runnmg the questions in the interview format Usually 
the question is implicit in the- answer and it’s usually just 
a waste of space. Your use of one-line topic headings is 
aS that’* needed. I know William Gibson has won a lot 
of fame for building stories around computers. Bitt I 
think a great deal of modem science Sctioa is destined 
to age at a record pace because authors are assag current 
compiler technology for stories set in the future. Trolley 
can were t.he latest thing in public transportation when 
H.G. Welk was writing his science fiction stems bid he 
■was canny enough not to make iro&y cars integral parts 
of his fiction sadit’s paid off. la a few decades, the thing?; 
that ms being done by computers nowadays wH be done 
by machines that won’t be called computers (any snore 
than the modern pocket calculators are called adding 
machines like the device my father used in his bookkeep
ing wk a half-century ago), they won’t have keyboards 
(probably some sort of voice actuation, because in as- 
iXhcr ^aeration or two there just won’t be enough uadi- 
viduais inteOi^pnt enough to team how to type) and they 
won’t have viewing sweem (probably they’ll do their 

be caster on the eyes). Thirty or forty years from now, a 
fan who picks up a copy of a novel is a hucksters’ mall 
publishsl in the hie 19^ will be hilarious over the 
prominence of long obsolete “computers”.

Once again I found much amusement from Allen 
Varney’s look into Ac future. 1 wonder if it’s coincidence 
or research that caused him to place hia visit is Hood 
River? Fm pretty sure that’s where Damon Knight lived 
when he appeared in fandom with the first issue of Snide, 
one of the classic, old fanzines that nobody ever secs or 
mentions today.

fm ^akfrap's Monsters*]: It isn’t surpris
ing that a 122-page book fess been given a price tag of 
$35. This is obviously th® next step in the continuing un- 
consaow effort to price reading mated®! out of reach of 
13SO&I persons so pre-recorded videotapes can haw the 
uninterrupted attention of the genera! public. One local 
slews is ottering tats of old movies cm visteocassett.es fa 
$4.95 just now, and The Scwsd of Music, which used to 
coat something like S69.95, then dropped to $29.95, is on 
sale at $16.95 at the same store. Then when books have 
become objects as hard to find in the stores as opera 
sews or the Literary Digest, the price of videocassettes 
wffl begin rising agnin from the dirt-cheap level they 

the producers witt was: exceedingly rich until the day 
something is invented that wifi cause the videocassette to 
become a superfluous luxury which will go out of 
popularity..

IS ISSUE 23 - FEB. 1&8S

visteocassett.es


Articles tike the one by Neil Kadera make me feel trn- 
comfortabSe. 1 never seem to experience this sort of com- 
ddessce, even though one or two other fem have recent
ly written aloBf sanaiEar fines. I never seen on television 
anyone I know, or a copy of the Hagerstown newspapers 
for which I med to work; ami worst of ail, I can never find 
on renins the episodes 1 most wa®t to see a second time. 
I spent three months vratchiag the start of episodes of 
The Waltons, five days weekly, before I finally was 
rewarded with the o®e I wanted to videotape because it 
contained a favorite actress as a guest star, and I still 
haven't succeeded in finding the Bonanza episode which 
starred Kim Darby, another old Same. The best I can do 
is rejoice tn the rare occasions when Fm reeding some
thing while fistenieg to the radio and a name or a title 
comes over the radio just as my eyes encounter it on the 
printed psge, an eeris sensation. (Occsrioml 'broadcast 
references to Harry Warner don’t really count. There 
was a Harry Warner who was a coach for the Toronto 
Bhie Jays for several years but he seems to have dropped 
out of the major leagues, and of course Harry Warner is 
sometimes mentioned in nostalgia pieces cm the Warner 
Brothers studio in the early years of sound movies.)

I liked Teddy Harina's cover very much. It’s the sort 
of idea that should be capable of being sold to one of the 
major cartoon markets like the quality newsstand 
magarines.

(Unfortun&t&ty, ‘Strange Monsters' is now oyt of 
print. Personalty, Tm watting tor the movie version... 
-Pat)

I Febn'wy 198S

Walter W?®s
32 Warren Road
Donaghadee, N. Ireland BT21OPD

Dear Pat,
Thanks for sending me IS FI22. It’s as Ml as nourish

ment and as neat as a wt.
Gibson's colloquy was interesting even though „. or 

do I mean became ... I’ve been ’enable to read say of his 
books yet. I think this maybe the result of some fault on 
my part, rather ths® hrs, becrise obvfoody he can write 
well and this interview sham him io be an interesting and 
likable pence. His remark abo?!t befog a celebrity at con
ventions - “I don’t misd a Ettie adulation. It’s good for 
the soul” - was engaging, and siay betray his fannish 
origins. A cofomitist in the Londa® Sunday Times last 
weekend was evea more frank about las attitude to 
hoaest criticism... "People don’t know that a IMtle pack
et of flesh and blood, bofos, and, sometimes, a heart, 
needs handling with a cartain delicacy. Thai your over
whelming desire is to stand naked under a Nfe^ara of un
qualified praise."

Allen Varney’s artide was Vitiated for me io some ex
tent by lack of acquafotoce witis the work of the great 
John Varley, but I still enjoyed it hugely. It made me even 
consider embarking on a John Varley study course to ap
preciate it fuEy. Even now, I find st as delirious as a Mc- 

Caffirey Dragonfoirger.
There wanta time when i iniuqwcstai a boat wary time 

I came across Kaentkm of» author unknown to me, but 
a tag absence from the field has cured me erf all that. 
Not I accept with chSdtsh foaocemse the most bizarre of 
authors’ names, even. CJ. Cbenyh, so 1 am quite pre
pared to believe in the mstencc of this 835 took by 
Howard WaMrw, and when it comes into the local 
p®bfe library I wE certainly take it out. The subscription 
to the public library here is twopence a year. (It used to 
be one penny, bit was doubled some years ago. George 
Charters deaoraced this swingeing 100% increase and 
dedared his intention to resign fo protest.)

Ortega, was interestingly mysterious. I wonder what a 
“muitigpnerational” tape is. But don’t bother to tell me: 
I am bound to come across this expression at least twice 
more this week.

Person’s review seemed perceptive and useful, and I 
agreed vrith him &bout King’s that the best thing 
in it was the description of the writer’s thought proces
ses.

It was a pleasant surprise to come across Neil Kaden 
a^ain, almost as much so as meeting you both at Brighton. 
Thfe article is just like him, full of fife. He was tn the 
photograph of you I was sure I had taken but which seems 
to have disappeared. Surely you both don’t have Transyl- 
vanian aswsitry?

(Just In case synchronicity t^snt yet struck, a 
‘‘mjtl^en^KtionAl’ fe a copy of a copy of a
ccpy rJa copy of a... w^ptetur^ and sound ^jalky 

with each generation. For clarity of 
repvoductic^, g& as close to tiro original as possible. 
Say, just how much are of Hyphen setting for 
titese days? only kicking... -Pat)

WB ALSO HEARD FROM:
who wonders why he never 

received issue 22, and then tells me he’s moved to Tor
rance, CA (new, improved CCA: P.O. Box 5309, Tor
rance, CA 90510-5309). [Le? this be a warning - keep 
tee posted c® those COA’sl Andy shook! know better - 
he now works for the US Postal Service.}; Wayne Ahn 
Btom (v^o notes, “great HAS.VIA review!*); LL

(■**<’ seeds a news
paper photo of Use Tuttle jno relation} escorting pen- 
gums. dsrough a hotel lobby, whidt FB prmt in an upcom
ing issue); Seofelta who sent “Not
N©?©gsari!y #142”, as Ap^NESFA ane, as a tater-sub- 
stitute; Brad W, JWer. who shansetasly ph^s Mech-

^’s now ecEtis^ blew Patl}wms; Stoa
Shawl, the mbneo vrizard of Edmburg.; Peter Ttooo 
(who asks that I mve my regard to “Mr. Pat”); EhilTiKr 
torici (who sems more artwork and his regards to the 
Sicilian, loved the tw-cofor repro in issue 22, and who 
has given up cHfoine); and BOI Ware-

Thanks for writxw^f, and I promise IH publish letters 
more regularly in the fetore. Hope to hear from more of 
you semi - Pat Mueller

THE TEiiAS SF 1^1^



But it can’t befannish 
it’s finished!

Believe it or not, it IS fannish — and it’s available NOW! 
It’s the 1986 Science Fiction Fantholqgy — a collection 

of the best fan writing of1986.

56 pages plus cover; staplebound.
edited by Mike Glyer... published by Dennis Virzi 

production work by Put Mueller

CONTENTS
Thank You Girls, by Christopher Priest
Letter from London 1985, by Avedon Carol
Notes from the Outside —A Berry Odyssey, by 

Eric Mayer
“I’m Over Heeeeere, Gerhardt!”, by Jeanne 

Gomoll
Close Cap Tightly to Retard Thickening, by 

Patrick Nielsen Hayden
Real Fen Don’t Eat Greeps, by Elst Weinstein
Hell, 12 Feet, by Teresa Nielsen Hayden
Fizz! Buzz!, by David Langford
Win A Day With Mikhail Gorbachev!, by 

Tim Jones
The Ballad of Gained S’Mell, by Skel
I Wts A Teenage Cyberpunk For The FBI And 

Found God, by Arthur Hlavaty
We Remember... The Missing Man, by Greg 

Bennett
...plus...

front and back covers by David Thayer/Teddy 
Harvia, and interior' illustrations by Brad W. 
Foster, Tarai, Schirm, Jim Thompson, Kip 
Williams, Jeanne Gomoll, and Steve Stiles.

... plus...
“Favorite 1986 Fanzines”, an introduction 
by Mike Glyer

Order your copy today — supplies are limited! Send a check or money order for $3.00 
to the publisher, Dennis Virzi, at 618 Westridge, Duncanville, TX 75116.
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